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“Itinerànnia” is a network of trails, with over 2,500
kilometres between the neighbouring regions of
“Ripollès”, “Garrotxa” and “Alt Empordà”.
A network of hiking trails is like a road map, but with
footpaths, allowing the hiker to get from any one
point to another.
It retrieves the old historic roads between the villages
to reach many small places.
The network offers many different hikes depending
on the time or difficulty and your interests over nature,
architecture or culture. Each route that we propose
is just a little taste of an extensive network of trails
that you can walk to discover the Ripollès, Garrotxa
and Alt Emprdà counties.

RIPOLLÈS

THE SIGNS
All the trails of the network are marked regularly over
the paths with horizontal painted yellow signs.
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The marks are placed approximately every 300 metres
painted on tree's bark, stones or using and other
medium already deployed in the area.
In the cross roads you will find signposts indicating
the nearest four villages in each direction with time
information. (a maximum of 6 hours)
If the same village or town appears more than once
on different signs of the same signpost, you will need
to read the description below the town. If there is no
description below the place name then you are
looking at the shortest route to the town or village.
If the indication says “Per...” (I.e via) it means that this
is a longer alternative route to get to the same place.
Each signpost has a small plaque that shows the
name of the place where it is located, the altitude
and the UTM coordinates.
You will find information boards with a map of the county's trails
in every village or city integrating the network.

+INFO:
www.itinerannia.net
www.elripolles.com
In the Ripollès county you will find 18
touch screens located in different towns
containing tourist information.
Aquesta actuació està subvencionada pel Servei
d’Ocupació de Catalunya en el marc del Projecte “Treball
a les 4 Comarques” i cofinançada pel Fons Social Europeu.

FROM CAMPRODON
TO THE CAVALLERA
TOWER THROUGH
THE SHADY FOREST
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FROM CAMPRODON
TO THE CAVALLERA
TOWER THROUGH
THE SHADY FOREST
OF ESPINALBA

The route begins at the Pont Nou de Camprodon, and near you find
the R69 sign. Follow the Espinalba street to Llanars, and continue past
the roundabout towards the Forcarà fountain. Once there, you must
always follow the path parallel to the river Ter. At times the path deviates
from the river to climb up some of its banks. You have to cross three
streams, on the last one, after the bridge and the fields of Collell, you
will have to abruptly climb down and up. After walking next to a poplar
plantation and crossing some meadows you arrive at R92 sign Pont
del Molí near Llanars.
ITINERÀNNIA NETWORK
ROUTE
ROAD-TRAIL
RIVER
TOURIST SERVICES
(see website)
VERTICAL SIGNPOSTS OF
THE NETWORK

Follow the paved track uphill in the direction of Camprodon through
Puixeu until you find and take another paved track going left. Right in
front of you stands “Sant Antoni” mountain. After crossing two streams
you arrive at “Can Pagès” where you can see some large willows. Continue
climbing up a forest through a dirt trail. This trail will lead you to the
“Collet d'en Gener” pass, an area of flat grasslands, a great spot to enjoy
some fantastic views of Camprodon, the Ritort valley and Comanegra
mountain.
Stay alert at this point as you must not follow the yellow and white
marks that rapidly descend north on your left. You have to continue
through a little path that takes you to the eastern side of the mountain
gently climbing up to a cleaner area of vegetation from where you can
enjoy nice views of the Ter valley towards the village of Sant Pau de
Segúries. Now the path stays mostly flat offering good views of the
Puigsacalm mountain and the Collsacabra mountain range in the
neighbouring counties of Garrotxa and Osona. You can also see the
grasslands of Puixeu and the hill where Cavallera tower stands. You will
walk along an area formerly much cultivated as shown by the amount
of terraces on the mountainside until you arrive at R68 sign El Puixeu.
The route continues to Cavallera tower passing along the Puixeu house.
To get there you have to follow a trail one hundred meters beyond the
house and then cross some fields until arriving at the foot of the hill.
The access and way to the tower is easy, but there is not any clearly
defined path. This medieval tower dates back to the thirteenth century,
but evidences were found of a fortified place dating back to the tenth
century. At the foot of the same tower you can see a bunker or machine
gun nest built on the 40´s of the twentieth century as a defence point
in case of an invasion during the Second World War.

SPECIFIC INFORMATION

altitude (m)

Time: 3h.
Total distance: 8,500 km
Highest altitude: 942m above sea level
(Pont Nou de Camprodon)
Lowest altitude: 1150m above sea level
(Torre Cavallera)
Accumulative slope ascent: 300 m
Accumulative slope descent: 300 m
Difficulty: Easy
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JUST TO PERSUADE YOU:
Circular route with a landscape of great beauty that allows you
to get to the Cavallera tower walking through parts of the path
between Camprodon and Llanars along the Ter river, and
through the shady forest of Espinalba. During the route you
can enjoy with plenty of breathtaking views over the valley of
Camprodon and its surrounding mountains.
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To continue the route you have to backtrack to the R68 sign El Puixeu
and walk down towards Camprodon through the old road that linked
this town with Surroca and Ogassa in the past. The trail comfortably
descends following a series of short bends to “Les Marrades”.
Further ahead you pass by a spring in the middle of the forest and after
a while you will cross a stream by a bridge. Here you can observe that
the road was once cobbled. Near Camprodon the path narrows and
goes through a sunny area to end up on a road that goes up to the
“Mas Ventós” parking area. Walk up to the parking lot and take the stairs
down to “Pont Nou”, starting point and end of the route.
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Contents, illustrations and photographs are property of CEA Alt Ter (www.alt-ter.org)

